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Abstract: This study aims to achieve rapid and stable control of quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicles’
(UAVs) attitude by using an Active Disturbance Rejection Control (ADRC) controller. Addressing the
challenge of numerous and complex ADRC parameters, optimization algorithms are employed for
parameter tuning. This paper draws on the group mechanism of the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
algorithm and innovatively introduces population search into the Beetle Antennae Search (BAS)
algorithm. The refined algorithm is then applied to tune the ADRC parameters, reducing complexity
and human intervention while enhancing intelligence and efficiency. The advanced optimization
algorithm exhibits an exceptional global optimization capacity, convergence speed, and stability.
Ultimately, flight simulation and experimental results suggest that the optimized ADRC controller
demonstrates superior control and antidisturbance capabilities.

Keywords: UAV; ADRC; optimization algorithm; parameter tuning; attitude control
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1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) encompass a range of aircrafts that operate without
an onboard pilot, communicating through wireless remote control devices and controlled by
flight controllers or ground control stations that issue flight tasks [1,2]. Among various UAV
configurations, this study focuses on quadcopters, which are characterized by their simple
construction, small size, flexible flight, fewer flight-condition restrictions, and vertical
takeoff and landing capabilities [3].

In recent years, the continuous advancement of computer technology, artificial intelli-
gence, sensor technology, and inherent benefits of quadcopters have led to their widespread
use in various fields, including daily photography, map surveying, intelligence reconnais-
sance, search and rescue missions, and military defense [4–6]. Quadcopters are underac-
tuated systems with six degrees of freedom and four control inputs [7]. Their nonlinear,
strongly coupled, and multivariable nature makes flight control complex, with minor issues
potentially causing mission failures and serious problems leading to life and property-
safety hazards.

Effective control algorithms can swiftly and accurately adjust quadcopter flight atti-
tude, significantly reducing in-flight risks and broadening the range of executable tasks.
To capitalize on quadcopter benefits, this paper investigates quadcopter flight control
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algorithms, introduces a novel antidisturbance control method, and verifies the results
through modeling analysis and simulation experiments.

The first flight control algorithm, based on the principle of negative feedback control,
is the proportional–integral–derivative (PID) control algorithm [8]. Simple and with ex-
cellent control performance, PID control has been widely adopted in distributed control
systems, programmable logic controllers, and most single-chip control systems [9,10]. Nu-
merous scholars have developed more complex control algorithms based on PID control.
Zhang [11] introduced a cascade PID control by adding an extra level of PID control, re-
ducing interference in both inner and outer loops during UAV flight. Andrade et al. [12]
combined cascade PID control with fuzzy control, proposing cascade fuzzy PID control
that not only reduces interference but also enhances UAV adaptability. Feng et al. [13]
incorporated a variable domain into cascade fuzzy PID control, optimizing fuzzy rules and
improving their applicability and accuracy under varying interferences.

As the drone industry rapidly evolves, the demand for increased control accuracy and
speed exposes the limitations of PID algorithms, such as their simplicity and lack of adapt-
ability. Scholars have extensively researched and applied various advanced algorithms to
drone control, including model predictive control, sliding mode control, adaptive control,
and H∞ control [14,15].

Professor Han addressed the shortcomings of PID control in nonlinear system con-
trol by integrating a Tracking Differentiator (TD), Extended State Observer (ESO), and
Nonlinear State Error Feedback Control Law (NLSEF) to develop the Active Disturbance
Rejection Control (ADRC) algorithm [16]. ADRC systems embody the concept of total dis-
turbance, emphasizing disturbance rejection as the central control issue and modifying the
linear combination of PID control laws into a nonlinear combination. By utilizing tracking
differentiators to generate tracking and differential signals for input, the impact of input
signal jumps on the system is minimized, reducing overshoot [17]. The nonlinear extended
state observer, the core component of ADRC, distinguishes it from other control systems
through its unique feature—Active Disturbance Rejection. This is achieved by obtaining
specific values of total disturbance via the observer and compensating in advance to transform
the controlled object into a standard form, thereby eliminating the disturbance impact [18].

Controller parameters are critical factors in realizing controller functions and determin-
ing system control quality. Consequently, the complexity of controller-parameter tuning
significantly influences the widespread adoption of controllers in engineering applications.
Although the ADRC algorithm offers exceptional disturbance rejection performance and
adaptability, it involves numerous parameters. A comprehensive second-order ADRC
system may contain over a dozen internal parameters requiring tuning, debugging, and
optimization, typically necessitating extensive experience and experimental verification.
To address this challenge, adaptive control techniques and machine learning methods have
been introduced to ADRC parameter adjustment in recent years, such as fuzzy logic control,
neural network control, reinforcement learning, and offline parameter tuning algorithms
based on intelligent optimization algorithms [19–21].

Numerous approaches, research, and applications of parameter tuning for bioinspired
artificial intelligence algorithms have been extensively explored. Huang [22] transformed
the PI controller into a linear ADRC system, simplifying its parameters for servo system
control applications and achieving remarkable results. Gao [23] proposed an optimization
method for parameter tuning in ADRC systems with large time delays based on the Internal
Model Control principle. The simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of this
method, providing guidance for parameter tuning. Sun [24] established a reduced-order
linear ADRC system by incorporating model information into the ADRC controller and
used optimization algorithms for parameter tuning, significantly simplifying the process.
Cai [25] proposed a nonlinear ADRC controller-parameter tuning scheme based on the Grey
Wolf Optimization algorithm, showing improvements in robustness and efficiency when
compared to other optimization algorithms under various degrees of random disturbance.
Chiumeo [26] proposed a parameter conversion formula between the PID controller and
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linear ADRC controller, determining the bandwidth value range by restricting the ADRC
bandwidth through the parameter formula. Zheng [27] and colleagues conducted extensive
simulations, deriving an empirical formula for fitting ADRC controller parameters by
summarizing and analyzing experimental data, greatly simplifying the parameter-tuning
process for a specific type of ADRC system. Huang [28] designed an ADRC controller for
torque ripple suppression in Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors, using Ant Colony
Optimization for self-learning iterative parameter optimization. The final simulation results
showed that the optimized parameters provided strong robustness and excellent torque
ripple suppression. Based on the time-scale concept proposed by Jingqing Han, Plenz
introduced a calculation format for the second-order controlled system’s time scale [29].
By establishing the relationship between the time scale and the controlled system, the
scholar derived rules for controller-parameter conversion, achieving parameter tuning for
ADRC systems.

In 2017, Jiang and Li proposed the Beetle Antennae Search (BAS) algorithm [30], a
novel bioinspired search algorithm inspired by the foraging behavior of beetles. The BAS
algorithm does not require knowledge of the specific form or gradient information of the
target function to be optimized. Instead, it only needs to obtain information about a single
beetle through “antennae”. The BAS algorithm employs diverse search strategies, an elite
retention mechanism, and adaptive adjustment of the exploration range, among other
optimization strategies, effectively improving the search efficiency and accuracy.

The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm, proposed by Dorigo et al. in 1991
at the first European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAL) [31], is a heuristic op-
timization algorithm developed based on the foraging behavior of ants in nature. This
algorithm emulates the behavioral patterns of ants while searching for food to address
optimization problems. In ACO, a colony of ants moves randomly within the search space,
exchanging information through pheromone secretion [32]. Ants select paths based on
pheromone concentrations, which they continuously update throughout their journey.
Following multiple iterations, paths with high pheromone concentrations are more likely
to be chosen, ultimately leading to the optimal solution.

The BAS and ACO algorithms have the advantages of being easy to implement, having
a wide range of applications, and having a high search efficiency. They have been applied in
various optimization problems, such as machine learning, image processing, fault diagnosis,
and neural network training, achieving favorable results [33,34].

This study innovatively incorporates the ACO group search mechanism into BAS to
enhance the algorithm’s global optimization capability, convergence speed, and stability.
The improved algorithm is then combined with ADRC for controller-parameter tuning.
This approach enhances the ADRC algorithm’s intelligence and efficiency, reduces the
complexity of parameter setting and the degree of human intervention, and improves
the performance and robustness of the control system. The effectiveness of the improved
algorithm is validated through simulation and flight experiments in comparison with
cascaded PID control.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic algo-
rithm and model. Section 3 describes the experimental platform utilized. Section 4 presents
the improved algorithm and its performance results. Section 5 conducts simulations and
experiments on unmanned aerial vehicle attitude control and analyzes the results. Finally,
conclusions and summaries are provided.

2. Algorithm Introduction
2.1. Active Disturbance Rejection Controller

The application of second-order ADRC is very extensive, as most industrial processes
are second-order systems or can be transformed into systems consisting of several coupled
second-order models. The ADRC algorithm has low model dependency on the controlled
object, an excellent disturbance rejection capability, good adaptability and robustness, and
a natural decoupling property. After decoupling, the attitude control system of a quadrotor
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unmanned aerial vehicle can be represented in second-order nonlinear form [35], as shown
in (1):

ÿ = f (y, ẏ, w(t), t) + bu, (1)

where y represents the output of the controlled object, u signifies the output of the controller,
w(t) denotes the external disturbance, f (y, ẏ, w(t), t) determines the total disturbance of the
combined external and internal disturbances, and b is the compensation coefficient.

By selecting the state variables x1 = y and x2 = ẏ, Equation (1) can be transformed
into a state equation: 

ẋ1 = x2
ẋ2 = f (x1, x2, w(t), t) + bu
y = x1

(2)

The core of ADRC lies in how to estimate f (y, ẏ, w(t), t) in real time and eliminate it,
transforming (1) into a linear integrator series in standard form. The corresponding ADRC
with a disturbance-tracking compensation capability is as follows:

(1) Establishing a second-order TD:{
v̇1 = v2
v2 = f han(v1 − v, v, r, h)

, (3)

where f han(·) refers to the estimation function in the nonlinear observer used to
estimate the disturbance of the system.

(2) Establishing a third-order nonlinear ESO
Let the total disturbance be a new state of the controlled system, and expand (2) to (4):

ẋ1 = x2
ẋ2 = x3 + bu
ẋ3 = f ′(x1, x2, w(t), t)
y = x1

. (4)

where x3 means the state variable that represents the disturbance expanded from the
original object. Establishing an ESO for (4):

ε1 = z1 − y
ż1 = z2 − β1ε1
ż2 = z3 − β2 f al(ε1, 0.5, δ) + bu
ż3 = −β3 f al(ε1, 0.25, δ)

, (5)

where β1, β2, and β3 are a set of parameters. The f al(·) refers to the estimation function
in the linear observer used to estimate the system state.

(3) Designing a NLSEF: 
e1 = v1 − z1
e2 = v2 − z2
u0 = f han(e1, ce2, r1, h1)

, (6)

where c, r1, and h1 are a set of parameters.
(4) Compensation control variable:

u =
u0 − z3

b0
, (7)

where b0 is a manually selected parameter for the controlled object. As a control
variable, u is divided into two parts, where−z3/b0 is the component that compensates
for disturbances and u0/b0 is the component that uses nonlinear feedback to control
the integrator in series.
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2.2. Beetle Antennae Search Algorithm

The BAS algorithm is an effective metaheuristic algorithm, inspired by the foraging
behavior of beetles. The simplified model of the beetle is divided into its left and right
antennae, and there is an equal distance between each antenna and the beetle’s centroid.
The search process of the BAS algorithm encompasses two phases: search behavior and
detection-update behavior. In each iteration, the beetle moves in a random direction, and
the implementation of this algorithm requires vector normalization of the search direction
as shown in (8):

−→
b =

rand(j, 1)
||rand(j, 1)|| , (8)

where rand(·) signifies a random function and j denotes the spatial dimensions.
Initialize the bidirectional search of the beetle using (9):

xr = xt + dt
−→
b ; xl = xt − dt

−→
b , (9)

where xr and xl signify the locations of the two antennae, xt is the coordinate of the beetles,
t denotes the number of iterations, and dt indicates the distance from the antennae to the
centroid of the beetles.

The position of the beetle is updated according to the rule in (10):

xt = xt−1 − δt ∗
−→
b ∗ sign( f (xr)− f (xl)), (10)

where δt is the step size of the search and f (x) is used to calculate the fitness value. The
sign(·) determines the beetle’s search direction. If the fitness value in the right direction is
higher, the function returns one, prompting the beetle to continue in that direction. Con-
versely, if the fitness value in the opposite direction is greater, the beetle moves accordingly.
The step size for each movement is determined by δt. In traditional algorithms, dt and δt
are usually reduced linearly with an iteration number, with a reduction factor of 0.95.

2.3. Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm

In nature, ants cooperate with each other and interact with their environment while
foraging for food. This collaboration relies on pheromones, substances that facilitate indirect
communication within the ant colony, enabling the discovery of the shortest path between
the nest and food source.

During their search for food, ants tend to choose paths randomly, but they can perceive
pheromone concentrations on the ground and gravitate toward areas with higher concen-
trations. As shorter paths entail a reduced round-trip time, more ants traverse these paths
per unit of time, resulting in faster pheromone accumulation compared to longer paths.
Consequently, when ants arrive at a junction, they can detect the information left by their
predecessors and are inclined to select shorter paths. This positive feedback mechanism
leads to an increasing number of ants traveling the shortest path between the nest and food.
As pheromones on other paths evaporate over time, all ants eventually follow the optimal
path. The ACO algorithm process is as follows.

When ants choose a path, use (11) to calculate the probability of each path selection:

pij(t) =
[τij(t)]α · [ηij]

β

∑k∈Ji
[τik(t)]α · [ηik]

β
, (11)

where pij(t) represents the probability of an ant moving from node i to node j at time t;
τij(t) represents the pheromone concentration on path (i, j) at time t; α and β represent the
weights of the pheromone concentration and heuristic factors, respectively; ηij represents
the visibility coefficient from node i to node j; and Ji represents the set of neighbor nodes of
node i.
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After the ants choose a path, use (12) to update the pheromone concentration on
the path:

τij(t + 1) = (1− ρ)τij(t) +
m

∑
k=1

∆τk
ij(t), (12)

where τij(t + 1) represents the pheromone concentration on path (i, j) at time t + 1, ρ
represents the pheromone evaporation coefficient, m represents the number of ants in the
current iteration, and ∆τk

ij(t) represents the pheromone increment of the kth ant on path (i, j).
Update the heuristic factor value during the iteration process by using (13):

ηij =
1

dij
, (13)

where dij represents the distance from node i to node j.

3. Design of ADRC Parameter Tuning

This study investigates the application of second-order ADRC in the pitch and roll
control of quadcopter drones, as described in Section 2.1, which requires the tuning of
over a dozen parameters. For the parameters that are difficult to configure, such as
(β1, β2, β3, c, r1, h1), we utilize optimization algorithms for parameter tuning. The block
diagram is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the ADRC parameters’ tuning.

To tune the parameters of ADRC and test its effectiveness in UAV attitude control, this
study adapts Rflysim [36] to establish a simulation platform in MATLAB/Simulink. The
improved platform enables parameter tuning and attitude control simulation and allows
the controller to be compiled and downloaded to the Pixhawk hardware in version 2.4.8 and
PX4 software in version 1.7.1 environment for flight verification. Figure 2 shows the ADRC
controller and parameter tuning for the pitch channel in Simulink. The modified experi-
mental platform is versatile and suitable for the parameter tuning of various controllers.

(a) Structure of ADRC in Simulink.

Figure 2. Cont.
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(b) Parameters tuning of pitch channel.

Figure 2. Experimental platform in MATLAB/Simulink.

Subsequent sections evaluate the controller’s effectiveness under the current param-
eters by analyzing the cumulative absolute error magnitude resulting from a step input.
Hence, this study utilizes the Integral of Time-weighted Absolute Error (ITAE) as the fitness
function for the optimization algorithm, as expressed:

ITAE =
∫ ∞

0
t|e(t)|dt, (14)

where t represents the simulation time and e(t) means the error. A lower ITAE value
signifies proficient controller performance within the prevailing parameters, whereas a
higher value implies diminished performance.

4. Algorithm Improvement

In this section, this study initially implements the group search mechanism in BAS
and subsequently assess its performance through ADRC parameter tuning.

4.1. Group Mechanism

The ACO algorithm is a heuristic group-optimization method simulating the opti-
mal path search by ants, whereas the BAS algorithm is a single-agent search algorithm
mimicking the foraging behavior of beetles. To upgrade BAS from a single-agent search
to a group-optimization algorithm, this study integrates the ACO group search mecha-
nism. Following initialization and group search, we adopt the pheromone update method
from ACO, such as employing the inverse distance of the global optimal solution as
the pheromone strength and updating the pheromone matrix based on a specific rule
(e.g., the evaporation factor). Next, using the updated pheromone matrix, we regenerate
each beetle’s position, taking inspiration from the path-selection method used by ants in
ACO, such as applying the roulette wheel selection method to choose new positions [37].

This research refers to the improved BAS algorithm based on ACO as BAC, and the
following Algorithm 1 is an overview of the improved algorithm process.
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Algorithm 1 BAC Algorithm Flow

1: Initialize the number of beetles N, the number of iterations T, the evaporation factor ρ,
and the pheromone intensity factor α.

2: Randomly generate initial positions of N beetles: Xi(0), i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
3: Initialize the global best solution G∗ and the global pheromone matrix P.
4: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
5: for i = 1, 2, . . . , N do
6: Update position Xi(t) according to BAS algorithm:

Xi = Xi−1 − δt ∗
−→
b ∗ sign( f (Xa

i−1)− f (Xb
i−1)),

where Xa
i−1 and Xb

i−1 are the two endpoints of the beetle’s antennae and δt is the step
size of the search.

7: Calculate the fitness value f (Xi(t)) of the new position.
8: Update the local best solution L∗i for beetle i.
9: end for

10: Update the global best solution G∗.
11: Update the pheromone matrix P:

Pij = (1− ρ)Pij + α · 1
d(G∗)

,

where d(G∗) is the fitness value of the global best solution.
12: Generate new positions for each beetle i based on the pheromone matrix P, using

the roulette wheel selection method, and calculate the selection probability:

pi =
Pij

∑N
k=1 Pkj

.

13: end for
14: Output the global best solution G∗.

4.2. Algorithm Performance Testing

The improved algorithm will be experimentally compared with the standard BAS and
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithms. We tune the ADRC parameters to test and
compare the algorithm performance by using the platform built in Section 3. The initial
parameter setting for ADRC are: r = 17.0, h = 2.1, β1 = 50.0, β2 = 1500.0, β3 = 2500.0,
δ = 0.01, b0 = 47.4, c = 5.0, r1 = 200.0, and h1 = 20.0. Following the separation principle,
we first tune the ESO parameters (β1, β2, β3) followed by the NLSEF parameters (c, r1, h1).
As the approach and steps are similar, this study will only present and analyze the tuning
of the ESO parameters for pitch angle.

Several algorithms are using the same settings. The population size is 30, and the
maximum number of iterations is 100. As each adjustment involves three parameters, the
dimension is three. The upper and lower limits for the parameters to be optimized are set
to (1000, 3000, 4000) and (1, 1, 1), respectively.

The optimal individual fitness curve for tuning the ESO and NLSEF parameters is
shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, BAC reaches a stable fitness value after around 20–30 gener-
ations, converging faster than BAS and PSO. Additionally, BAC exhibits significantly lower
fitness values compared to the other two algorithms, indicating a higher search accuracy.
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(a) ESO fitness.

(b) NLSEF fitness.

Figure 3. ESO/NLSEF optimal individual fitness curve.

5. Experiment and Analysis

To verify the control effectiveness of ADRC with tuned parameters, this study first
conducts a simulation of attitude control and then proceeds with experimental validations.

5.1. Simulation and Results Analysis

Based on Section 4.2, this section outlines the ADRC parameters for BAC tuning,
which are: β1 = 2.4, β2 = 1243.6, β3 = 3570.5, c = 4.2, r1 = 294.3, and h1 = 16.1.
The ADRC algorithm utilizing optimized parameters shall be referred to as BACADRC.
Cascaded PID and basic ADRC algorithms are selected for a performance comparison with
BACADRC. The cascade PID parameters are set as follows: KpAngle = 6.5; KpAngleRate = 0.1;
KiAngleRate = 0.02; and KdAngleRate = 0.001. Section 4.2 presents the parameter settings
for ADRC.

Based on the parameters established in the controller model, this study performed a
drone attitude simulation experiment. Figure 4 illustrates the dynamic response curves of
various controllers for the drone’s pitch angle channel under a step input of r(t) = 0.2
and a time-varying input of r(t) = 0.2sin(2t) without an internal model and external
environmental interference.
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Figure 4. Dynamic response of controllers without interference.

Figure 5 illustrates the dynamic response curves of various controllers for the pitch angle
channel under interference caused by a damaged drone model, with a step input of r(t) = 0.2
and a time-varying input of r(t) = 0.2 sin(2t). The interference parameter, denoted as θ(t), is
presented in (15):

θ(t) =
[

10 sin(t) 5 sin(4t)
]T (15)
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Figure 5. Dynamic response of controllers with internal model interference θ(t).

Additionally, Figure 6 illustrates the dynamic response curves of various controllers for
the pitch angle channel affected by an external disturbance denoted as ‘d(t)’, as depicted in (16):

d(t) = 10sin(2t) (16)
To assess the performance of distinct controllers quantitatively, we conducted numer-

ical analyses of the experimental data derived from Figures 4–6, yielding Tables 1 and 2.
A direct numerical comparison was utilized to examine and appraise the performance of
BACADRC, PID, and ADRC under various conditions.
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Figure 6. Dynamic response of controllers with external environmental interference d(t).

Table 1. Numerical performance of different controllers with an input r(t) = 0.2.

Entry PID ADRC BACADRC

No Interference
Rise Time/s 0.19 0.14 0.18
Steady-State Error/rad 0 0.0001 0.00016
Deviation ratio/% 0 0.05 0.08

θ(t) Interference Maximum Deviation/rad 0.0068 0.0028 0.00021
Deviation ratio/% 3.4 1.4 0.105

d(t) Interference Maximum Deviation/rad 0.033 0.0035 0.001
Deviation ratio/% 16.5 1.75 0.5

Table 2. Numerical performance of different controllers with an input r(t) = 0.2sin(2t).

Entry PID ADRC BACADRC

No Interference
Peak Deviation/rad 0.00285 0.0089 0.0031
Deviation ratio/% 1.427 4.45 1.55
Lag time/s 0.125 0.085 0.125

θ(t) Interference
Peak Deviation/rad 0.002 0.0066 0.0031
Deviation ratio/% 1 3.3 1.55
Lag time/s 0.125 0.085 0.125

d(t) Interference
Peak Deviation/rad 0.03 0.0071 0.0031
Deviation ratio/% 15 3.546 1.55
Lag time/s 0.125 0.075 0.125

Upon analyzing Figures 4–6 and Tables 1 and 2, it becomes evident that the control
performance of PID, ADRC, and BACADRC in the attitude system of quadrotor UAVs
exhibits noticeable differences. These disparities are associated with disturbances within
the UAV model, external environmental disruptions, and target signal characteristics.

In the absence of disturbances, a comparison of the response curves in Figure 4 and the
rise and lag time values in Tables 1 and 2 reveals that the performance difference between
PID and the other two controllers is negligible. Consequently, BACADRC can achieve the
rapid response objective in actual UAV control.

Assuming an internal model interference ‘θ(t)’ is present in the pitch channel, a
comparison of the deviation ratio values in Figure 5 and Tables 1 and 2 shows that ADRC
and BACADRC outperform PID in terms of control performance. This suggests that the
disturbance detected by ESO provides feedforward compensation, mitigating interference
from the model. A comparison between ADRC and BACADRC indicates that BACADRC’s
deviation ratio is lower than ADRC’s, regardless of whether the input target value is
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time varying. Thus, when the UAV model changes, the BACADRC controller, featuring
optimized algorithm-tuned parameters, surpasses the conventional ADRC. Examining
BACADRC at r(t) = 0.2sin(2t), the deviation ratio is greater under the influence of θ(t) but
remains equal to the ratio without θ(t) at 1.55%. It can be inferred that the deviation stems
from the controller’s lag characteristics rather than θ(t)’s influence. This finding implies
that BACADRC exhibits comparable performance in suppressing θ(t)’s influence under
time-varying input and step input conditions, demonstrating strong robustness.

Assuming that the UAV is subject to an external environmental disturbance ‘d(t)’,
a comparison of the deviation ratio values in Figure 6 and Tables 1 and 2 indicates that
BACADRC’s anti-interference performance surpasses that of ADRC and PID, aligning with
the scenario affected by the internal disturbance θ(t). The deviation ratio of BACADRC
under time-varying input remains approximately 1.55%, suggesting that BACADRC ef-
fectively suppresses external disturbance d(t) irrespective of the presence of time-varying
factors in the input, thus showcasing excellent anti-interference capabilities.

In the subsequent step, this study tests the control effectiveness under the influence
of external wind. We used the Dryden turbulence model [38] to simulate the wind field.
When the drone maintains hovering, the antidisturbance control curves of the controllers
for pitch angle are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Pitch angle under wind field interference.

According to the simulation experiment data, the numerical analysis in Table 3 is es-
tablished. It is evident that BACADRC performs the best in suppressing wind disturbances,
with the angle error curve being closest to the zero baseline and having the smallest stan-
dard deviation.

Table 3. Error statistics of different controllers under wind field interference.

Controllers Maximum Angle (rad) Average Value Standard Deviation

PID 0.3366 0.0800 0.1164

ADRC 0.1799 0.0488 0.0556

BACADRC 0.0895 0.0255 0.0299

Overall, the use of BACADRC can effectively suppress the effects of damaged rotors
and wind fields, significantly improving the anti-interference performance of quadcopter
UAVs during flight.

5.2. Experiment and Results Analysis

In Section 5.1, this paper tested the excellent control and anti-interference capabilities
of BACADRC through simulations. Then, we discretized ADRC, converted it into C++
code using MATLAB, replaced the PID in the PX4 firmware, compiled it, and downloaded
it to Pixhawk4 for experimental verification. The equipment is shown in Figure 8a. First,
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we conducted a stationary flight experiment, shown in Figure 8b, and then an outdoor
actual flight experiment, shown in Figure 8c.

The results of the stationary and actual flight are shown in Figure 9. The two flight
modes demonstrate that the drone using BACADRC can track the attitude angle input of
the remote control faster and more stably. During actual flight, compared with stationary
flight indoors, environmental and internal interference increase, so the performance gap of
the controller becomes larger. It can be more clearly seen that BACADRC has better control
and a better anti-interference ability.

(a) Experimental equipment. (b) Stationary flight. (c) Actual flight.

Figure 8. Attitude control experiment.

(a) Stationary flight data.

(b) Actual flight data.

Figure 9. Attitude control experimental data.
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6. Conclusions

This study introduces a method for rapid and stable quadrotor UAV attitude control by
using second-order ADRC and optimization algorithms. Leveraging the population search
mechanism of ACO, we incorporate it into BAS. The enhanced BAS algorithm demonstrates
robust randomness, an accelerated convergence rate, and high search accuracy. We validate
our approach on the modified Rflysim platform for ADRC parameter tuning and attitude
control, where BACADRC exhibits exceptional performance in terms of rapid response,
stability, and antidisturbance capability.

Our findings are consistent with previous research on quadrotor UAV control methods
and extend existing knowledge by integrating an advanced optimization algorithm for ADRC
parameter tuning. The proposed method presents a promising alternative to traditional PID
control techniques, offering effective and robust quadrotor UAV attitude control.

The implications of this research are far-reaching as the method has potential applica-
bility to various UAV systems and other intricate control tasks. In light of previous studies,
our results support the feasibility of utilizing optimization algorithms alongside ADRC to
enhance control performance in quadrotor UAVs.

Regarding future research directions, we aim to assess the performance of our pro-
posed method in diverse real-world situations and challenging conditions, such as high
wind speeds and rapidly evolving environments. Furthermore, we intend to examine
the integration of machine learning techniques to augment the optimization process and
the adaptability of the control algorithm, enabling quadrotor UAVs to effectively manage
complex tasks and improve their overall performance across a broad array of applications.
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